INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A KITE

1. Collect your materials: One piece of foam and one plastic stick.
2. Trace and cut the diamond shape for your kite.
3. Punch two holes on the top and bottom on the kite’s farthest points.
4. Decorate your kite with however much tissue paper and construction paper you want.
   PLEASE USE ONLY 2 OF EACH MATERIAL: STICKERS, FOAM, GEMS, AND PUFFS.
5. Cut two lengths of ribbon as long as the plastic stick. Ask your parent/guardian or volunteer to curl the ribbon for you!
6. On the bottom of your kite, lay the two ribbons down and staple across them. Pull the ribbons through an inch, bend them around the first staple, and staple again to secure.
7. Carefully wiggle the plastic stick through the bottom hole (it will be tight so go slowly!). Push the stick through and repeat with the top hole. Now you have a kite!